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HELP! Each issue of Lobo costs about $2 to send via US Mail, and our shipmates who still pay the annual $20 dues are
donating that money, in part, to make sure a printed copy gets to over 100 Razorback Vets who either don’t have computers,
or tell me they would prefer a printed copy. If you throw it away with the junk mail, or just don’t care to read it … please
call or send us a No Thanks note to save a little time and money. There are currently 5 men on our “No Thanks” Roster, for
various and/or unknown reasons [e.g.: RonG doesn’t need one) Ed]
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Tom finally decided to tie the knot with his longtime girlfriend. One
evening, after the honeymoon, he was welding some stuff in the garage
just for fun. His new wife was standing there at the bench watching him.
After a long period of silence she finally spoke, “Honey, I’ve just been
thinking, now that we are married maybe it’s time you quit spending all
your time out here in the shop. You probably should just consider selling
all your tools along with your gun collection and that stupid vintage
Harley.” Tom got a horrified look on his face and he began choking. She
said, “Honey, what’s wrong?”
He replied, “There for a minute you were starting to sound like my exwife.”
“Ex-wife!” she screamed, “YOU NEVER TOLD ME YOU WERE
MARRIED BEFORE!”
Tom replied: “I wasn’t.”------2

"The people will believe
what the media tells
them they believe." ~
George Orwell
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Thru the TBT:

☻Housekeeping: As I said last issue, bedroom; I think the HR is the most important part of the

I had hoped to publish in the future
by downloading addresses from
DeckLog, which is maintained by dedicated people
like USSVI’s Pat Householder, Razorback’s Shane Foraker
(deceased), plus Jeff Owens, and me (not to mention the
individual who maintains his own record, but I’ve concluded
that we will never be able to sort adequately for that purpose.
USSVI has problems orders of magnitude worse: the days of
200 diesel boats — most with a thousand vets supporting
their organizations — are long gone. Unless we can give out
free beer to the nuclear sailors (and they are allowed to drink
it) there seems to be nothing in our future but a slow painful
erosion to non-existence.
Please, shipmates, check/update at least your own personal
contact data on USSVI.org and let one of us know so we can
keep our mailing lists up to date — otherwise, no newsletter.
☻My Status: Theoretically, my cancer is history, so say the
doctors; we don’t know that yet because the chemo &
radiation destroys almost all cells and I need to heal the good
cells before Cat-scans or X-rays can distinguish anything but
hamburger meat. That’s a little gross, but you know I like to
boil things down to their essence —so mid January scans
should confirm good news.
The USS Razorback reunion in Little Rock in Sept was a
great success and I realized there that I owed a great debt to
all of our dear ones who suffered and perhaps died from
cancer in the past (including my parents, and many
shipmates). I was drinking beer and ironing out differences in
sea stories right in the middle of my HRC (Horrid Regimen
for Cancer). No nausea, no pain; all because of those who
went before me paved the way. To them, I say Thank You!
☻As I said last issue, I truly love the editing job, and will
continue as long as the membership wants me and I’ll help
any replacement volunteers any way I can. I started out using
MS Word, which worked just fine; I’m now using PagePlus
X9 – just a bit easier in terms of not reinventing the wheel
each issue.
☻ The Razorback reunion in Little Rock in Sept. went quite
well (minutes report is on page 7) and San Diego’s selection
was unanimous for our 2018 reunion. The motion carried to
eliminate Wyndham Hotel Hospitality Room expenses, by
using the Barge facilities. I like stopping by the HR just to
see who’s there; I like drinking too much booze close to my

reunion. Am I alone? Our next Business Meeting is in 2019,
so let’s have a discussion.
☻ Our last S.D. reunion (September 2009) was with
USSVI at the Town and Country Hotel; but In April of
2007, the Sabalo Association stayed at (Holiday Inn
Bayside) at 4875 N Harbor Dr, for $120 which was $132
w/10% tax per night for rooms. There was a Golf day, tours
of USS Topeka (SSN-754), USS Midway CV-41), and
Russian Foxtrot B-9. HIB has since hosted many boat
reunions successfully, and today’s phone call confirmed
$125 base ($140 w/12.75% tax) per night for the fall of
2018 (not bad for 11 years inflation). We could also get
those rooms for $99 - $111 (w/tax) per night, but only in
January of 2019.
☻ For a little more class and convenience, however I think
we should consider the Wyndham Bayside (WB) at 1355 N
Harbor Dr, across Harbor Drive from the Star of India, the
Maritime Museum, the former Anthony’s Sea Grotto and
Star of the Sea Room (on pylons in the harbor). Room prices
are a bit high: negotiating the military per diem rate $153 for
San Diego down to $149 will run $168 per night with the
12.75% room tax. However, if we book during the last two
weeks in December (not Christmas) or Thanksgiving day
would be $135 w/tax!
☻ HIB Bus stop at Nimitz and N. Harbor Dr = 27 minutes
by city bus to Broadway Pier. WB is one block to
Broadway, then two blocks up Broadway to the Train and
Trolley stations where you can head for anywhere. Both
would be great considering that San Diego has a $15 fourday pass I think for Tolley and/or Bus.
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☻
☻
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☻

V/R

RonG

MAIL BAG • 12/4/17 - [All Hands]: …PhD candidate @ U Cal. Riverside … research … on sounds/music of
Subic Bay Naval Base during ‘60s … hoping to include interviews from Marine Corps and Navy Veterans about
their experiences in the Philippines and the at the base … wondering how I can best … present the opportunity to
participate in my project and connect with Veterans in the Oceanside area. I live at Camp Pendleton w/wife …
active duty in the Corps, and … easily commute and meet with anyone who is interested … would love to speak further
about my research project and how to best use the resources ... ksliw001@ucr.edu, 781-439-7852, Kind Regards, Kevin
Sliwoski.
• 8/26/2017 - I DO REMEMBER that typhoon !!! I rode one out on the USS Pickerel (SS524) the year before after a West
Pac run to Vladavostok while we were on our way back to Hawaii from Yokosuka and we ate sandwiches for three days but
it wasn't as bad as the one we experienced on the old "Razorblades" that year. Was late 1957 as I recall. You got your
dolphins on that run as I recall. Likely won't make the Sept meeting as I will be starting my chemo shots then and as I
understand it, the desire to get out and about is somewhat curtailed to say the least for a period of time. Have one (or two)
for me !!! Harold Butler [Hope your chemo goes as well as mine, shipmate. RonG]
• 8/26/2017 - Len Lammers Hi Ron... Old age has intervened and is winning so we won;’ be able to make the bash...I know
it will be wonderful. Take care and God bless you and yours Len and Bea

NATIONAL VETERANS AND MILITARY FAMILIES MONTH, 2017
seat at the table. Many military spouses
face the task of making ends meet while
their loved ones are away and of securDuring National Veterans and Miliing new employment with each change
tary Families Month, we honor the sig- in duty station. Children of service
nificant contributions made by
members often grow up living a nomadAmerican service members, their fami- ic life -- periodically calling a new place
lies, and their loved ones. We set aside "home" and adjusting to different
this month surrounding Veterans Day to schools, trying out for new sports teams,
hold observances around the country to and making new friends. In these lives
honor and thank those whose service
of frequent change and transition, howand sacrifice represent the very best of
ever, our incredible military families not
America. We renew our Nation's com- only survive, they thrive.
mitment to support veterans and miliIt is our patriotic duty to honor vettary families. They deserve it.
erans and military families. As part of
Our veterans are our heroes. Our
our efforts to answer President Lincoln's
Armed Forces have preserved the secu- charge to care for those who have
rity and freedom that allow us to flour"borne the battle," I have asked the Deish as a Nation. They have braved bitter partment of Veterans Affairs (VA) to
winters, treacherous jungles, barren des- lead the Nation in a month of obsererts, and stormy waters to defend our
vances across the country to honor our
Nation. They have left their families to veterans.
face danger and uncertainty, and they
As veterans and military families athave endured the wounds of war, all to
tend these events, they will see the reprotect our Nation's interests and ideals forms and improvements that we have
established during the Founding.
made at the VA. Over the last 9
Our military families endure many
months, we have made important changhardships along with those who defend es that enable better service for our vetour Nation. They are separated from
erans. We have increased
their loved ones for months on end and accountability and enhanced protections
frequently relocated across the country
for whistleblowers. We have improved
and around the world. They often live
transparency, customer service, and
far from their extended families, and
continuity of care. We are working evthey know what it is like to celebrate
ery day to ensure a future of high qualiholidays and milestones with an empty
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
A PROCLAMATION
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ty care and timely access to the benefits
veterans have earned through their devoted service to a grateful Nation.
This month, in which Americans
traditionally pause to give thanks for our
blessings, it is fitting that we come together to honor with gratitude our extraordinary veterans and military
families and their service to our country.
May God continue to bless our Armed
Forces and those families that love and
support them.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, DONALD J.
TRUMP, President of the United States
of America, by virtue of the authority
vested in me by the Constitution and the
laws of the United States, do hereby
proclaim November 2017 as National
Veterans and Military Families Month.
I encourage all communities, all sectors
of society, and all Americans to acknowledge and honor the service, sacrifices, and contributions of veterans and
military families for what they have
done and for what they do every day to
support our great Nation.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
hereunto set my hand this first day of
November, in the year of our Lord two
thousand seventeen, and of the Independence of the United States of America
the two hundred and forty-second.
DONALD J. TRUMP
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Typhoon by Ron Gorence Part 2 of 3
From Part 1 (August 2017):Mr. Montross hung up the phone, and turned to me, "Gorence, you're relieved. Captain said to tell
you to get below and get some sleep so you can relieve Wahoff…."
passageway as I vaulted, with help from a starboard roll,
onto the green flash-pad (a zippered Naugahyde cover that
protected mattresses and bedding). I shifted my weight
toward the bunk’s hull-mounted hinges as the mess cooks
lifted the opposite, passageway side, of the bunk to slacken
the chains.
"That's good, thanks," I told them as they as they lifted the
bunk with me in it and cinched up the chains at both ends.
"Looks like forty-foot seas out there," I pressed down my
flash-pad and squinted at Hank, "Probably headed into a typhoon."
"Yeah, yeah; they're called Baguios in the Phillippines and
Willie-Willies in Australia," He closed his book, "In the Atlantic, it’s a Hurricane; that’s a real storm! They should send
all you useless non-quals to the West Coast for training before you’re ever allowed to sail the Atlantic. You’re in the
Western Pacific. Got it? Now try not to wet your pants, and
keep the noise down. I'm busy read'n here . . . I think this
guy's gonna kiss his horse." He rolled his back to me, and
reopened his Louis L'Amore to where his thumb had been.
His small fluorescent bunk-light shined dimly through an
eight-inch space he'd left to squeeze out through in an emergency. Apparently he hadn't heard about my relationship
with the Captain.
I wedged my knee between the asbestos-cork sweat-shield
laminated to the inside of the hull and a cable-run to keep
from getting tossed out of my rack when she rolled. I reviewed what helmsmanship Wahoff had tried to stuff into
our heads over the past couple of weeks. There weren’t any
books to study, no ship-handling instructions or seamanship
manuals. We were trying to feel what the sea was doing to
the ship, and what she would do in response to our reactions.
Wahoff had previously made each lookout watch waves
through the periscope in order to understand what he was
doing on the helm. He was reacting to what he could feel
through the helm wheel and in the seat of his pants; Louisiana Voodoo was simple in comparison. I hoped the extra
practice I'd had with Wahoff might help. With me he spent
extra time hollering, "You stupid, non-qual lowlife!" I hoped
somehow that that would help justify the Skipper's confidence. I wasn't above a little self-pride, but this was getting
real. Please Jesus, don't let me put the rudder the wrong way
and increase the roll. I fell asleep just as I started feeling
panic.
A sarcastic voice said, "Gorence, get up. Hit it! The Old
Man NEEDS you." I looked at my watch. I had been asleep
over six hours, so I bounced off lockers and tables making
my way through the mess hall on a deck that was moving
unpredictably in split seconds to places other than where I’d
aimed my next step. I felt quite talented to be buttoning my
shirt and zipping my jacket while keeping my head away
from hard steel objects.
Wahoff had been relieved an hour ago, and the OD had
waited as long as possible to call me. The helmsman who
had relieved him had done a good job, but soon the ship

"When do you want me back up here?" I asked the Officer
of the Deck [OD, OOD].
He turned toward the helm "How d’you feel, Wahoff?"
"Get someone to take the wheel so I can make a head-call
and get some coffee, and I'm good for a few more hours." He
turned his back and shut out the rest of the world as he felt
the stern start to rise, his knuckles white on the wheel, but it
was a false alarm, so he turned back to Lt. Montross, "I'm
OK… few more hours, sir."
"Probably a couple of hours." the OD said to me, "Can you
sleep?" I assured him that I could, and went below. "We'll
call you when we need you. Don't put in a wake-up call." He
shouted after me.
I knew there were eavesdroppers on the XJA sound-powered phones in the Control Room, so I expected razzing because the Captain had asked for me, by name, to take the
helm – but I got a surprise: the chief on the diving manifold
told me to just drop my foul weather gear, and he'd take care
of getting it back to the engine room to dry. "Just take any
empty bunk in the After Battery," he said. "An’ get some
shut-eye."
As I turned to starboard at the bottom of the lower Conning
Tower [Conn] ladder, the ship rolled in that direction, and
the deck dropped off steeply in front of me and the Auxiliaryman manning the air manifold grabbed my shirt and
stopped my nose about an inch away from the I.C. Switchboard. He’d saved me from a nasty bump, but more significantly I’d taken the warning seriously that a non-qual should
never touch a valve wheel or a switch he hadn’t had signed
off by a dolphin-wearing shipmate – not even with his nose.
Accidentally hitting the 400 cycle power switch to the gyros
in this case would have just made it that much harder to steer
our way out of the storm. No big deal to get a bloody nose –
especially if you're a non-rated, non-qualified puke. To my
surprise he didn't call me Puke or Stupid; he just arrested my
fall, and let me go. Then the snipe who could take lock nuts
off with his teeth nodded, acknowledging my existence, and
the old chief (who reportedly had sailed with Noah) was almost fatherly!
Screw getting discovered in Hollywood. Screw hitting a
home run in the World Series. Life doesn't get any better than
this without Dolphins! I was about to go topside and calm the
storm all by myself until I remembered that the Old Man had
ordered me, almost directly, to get some shut-eye.
The mess deck was empty except for two green-gilled mess
cooks who were cleaning up their own puke along with
something that looked like a mixture of creamed-corn and
partially digested meatloaf – which is what we'd had for our
last hot meal before heavy weather. I asked them to help me
trice up my rack. I’d chosen the handiest: the top bunk forward, starboard side in the After Battery sleeping compartment right beyond the airlock door from the Crews Mess.
AB’s lights were rigged for red and loud snores came from
men salty enough to sleep through a typhoon.
Hank Snow watched me from his bunk across the
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black and sweet. By sunrise, when I had been on the helm six
hours, I was holding fairly close to an ordered course of 070
with little difficulty, and we were headed toward Pearl Harbor, all ahead full on three engines. Going home turns!
I was awakened the next time for my regular 1600-2000
lookout watch. I had to eat chow before relieving the watch
so I couldn't avoid the razzing I knew I'd catch in the mess
hall. Someone said that I had triced up my rack so high that
the below decks watch wouldn't find me until the storm was
over. Hank said the Old Man was gonna give me a commendation for not capsizing the ship — an obvious cover up for
billeting the lousiest helmsman in the fleet.
I had noticed that the ship was riding just about as level as a
pool table in The Seven Seas locker club, but when I got to
the bridge I was agape, and the OD said, responding to my
awe, "Amazing, isn't it? I've never seen the ocean like this."
The sky was deep, deep blue, and except for a haze on the
horizon, not a cloud to be seen. What really got my attention
though, was the sea's surface. Not a ripple. A Blue marble
tabletop. If Mount Elbert had been out there, you could have
seen its perfect reflection just like in Mirror Lake back home.
A sheet of glass, blue as the sky. Razorback's prow sliced
through its flat surface like a knife through the rubbery
canned stuff the Navy called mayonnaise. The white bone in
her teeth disappeared before its foam reached the doghouse
under us, and spread out to port and starboard in small waves
like wrinkles in silk which melted into the distant sea; the
ship's wake disappeared in a straight line astern to the horizon. Almost perfectly straight, I audaciously thought, because I wasn't steering. The storm was gone and the wake’s
slight zig-zag was the only evidence that humankind had ever
passed through this vast ocean plain. The Quartermaster
logged zero wind, temperature 78º Fahrenheit, less than 5 %
cloud cover.
Stranger yet were the Terns. Hundreds of them, sitting on
the water like ducks on a pond. All around, and behaving like
they were tame – they wouldn't have budged if our bow had
hit them in the tail. Terns, tame,and bobbing in a duck-pond a
thousand miles at sea!
"Permission to come on the bridge?" It was Wahoff's voice
from Conn.
"Come up." answered the OD.
When he came out from under the cowling, with his everpresent cup of coffee, Wahoff was all spruced up. Shaved,
hair combed, starched dungarees and all.
"Any dope on radio about the storm?" he asked the OD,
knowing full well that our bad weather was a complete surprise to ComSubPac. There were no satellites but Sputnik in
those days, so the only weather info came from the ships at
sea who radioed in data.
Mr. Speer, the Navigator, was back on watch with the first
team — his personal designation for everybody he worked
with (and he demanded they live up to his confidence). The
weather question was routine, but when be asked Wahoff if
he thought we were in the eye of the storm, the answer got
my attention, "Pretty near positive. I’m trying to plot Maneuvering Board vectors for the best course within the navigable
quadrant, but all our good info is relative to the storm; we
need to analyze changes in wind direction and barometer

started to hang on a series of port rolls for an unusually long
time between its normal pitching and yawing. The last roll
had been about 50º, a new record, and it had hung there for
what seemed like several minutes. The torpedoes forward and
aft had been strapped down and rigged for a depth charge attack, but there was still some concern that they might shift.
All four ship's cooks had come to Control to report that there
was not a single box or can of food still in the place where it
had been stowed, and even Hank Snow was in the Control
Room cursing the helmsman through the lower hatch. It was
nighttime now and the ship was rigged for red (red lighting
preserved night vision) so I took my time and walked with
my hands – my feet helping occasionally when they found
something solid – to my helm station in Conn.
"Gorence has the helm, sir. Steering into the seas . . . no ordered course, all ahead two-thirds on two engines, snorkeling
on the surface."
"Very well," acknowledged current OOD, Lt. Speer.
I expected some sort of comment from the lookouts, the OD
or the QM, but the silence from the aft end of the Conning
Tower was almost spooky. Ordinarily, conversation was held
to a minimum, but now there was absolute silence, and I
wondered if they were staring through the dim red lighting at
the back of my head. Razu steadied on an even keel for a
couple of minutes before the bow slowly pitched downward
with the sea, and the screws vibrated the ship back aft enough
to rattle men's teeth in the After Torpedo Room. The shuddering astern grew and then she started to yaw, hesitating between a roll or pitch….the gyro-repeater began to dance
behind the needle, 155º, 162º, 175º, and past due South in
less than five seconds, and she leaned slowly to port. The Clinometer is a quarter-circle piece of sheet metal bolted to a
centerline plate above the helm. Its round lower edge is engraved with 1-degree graduations marked zero at the centerbottom increasing outward to nearly ninety degrees on each
side. A pendulum, like a grandfather clock's with a pointer at
its bottom hangs from the apex; in port the pointer will indicate zero degrees (even keel) under normal conditions. The
pointer had hovered back and forth across zero; now it was at
25º to port, 26º, 28º, moving like it was lubricated with molasses – but moving the wrong way.
I put the wheel hard-over right, and waited for the hydraulics to move the rudder over to 30º – Right Full Rudder – and
held her there until the port roll slowed. It stopped at thirty
degrees, and the clinometer agonized back a degree or two in
the direction of zero. It seemed like hours before it moved,
but when I was certain she was headed back, I put the rudder
amidships. Razorback came back to even keel, and went ten
degrees past. I left the wheel alone and she righted. Similar
waves ambushed us twice more in the next hour, but then she
began to roll ten or fifteen degrees to port and then to starboard. I found I could almost maintain that stability with
about seven degrees right rudder on a heading of about 185º
true. In the next couple of hours, I came to use full rudder
less and less to correct a roll, and the ship stayed within a
dozen degrees of vertical more often. Someone shouted up
from Control in a tone between smart-ass and sacrilegious,
"Does Jesus, Jr. up there need a sandwich or something ?"
Adrenalin pretty much erases hunger, so I just asked for a
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pressure over time."
"Wahoff, Wahoff, Lay to the wardroom. THAT IS: Wahoff –
to the Wardroom." the bridge 1MC speaker called him away,
and he went below. We slowed to two thirds speed and
changed course to due west within a few minutes. There
were a few scud clouds up ahead and faint cirrus mare's tales
started to appear. They curved in the high atmosphere, and
seemed to merge somewhere on the horizon astern.
When I got off watch, Wahoff had laid claim to one of the
tables in the crew's mess; it was covered with pilot charts,
books and drafting tools. I grabbed a black and sweet and
eased onto the bench opposite his and said, "I'm still thinking
about striking for Quartermaster. Anything I can help with?"
"Yeah, read that and tell me what it says." He slid a book
about the size of two stacked bibles across the table toward
me, with his finger on a paragraph headed, THE DANGEROUS QUADRANT. I'd heard him previously refer to this
book as the Navigation Bible, written by somebody named
Bowditch. Not one of the paragraphs following the heading

10001004-15

1035-

1050105310551105-

11071108-

1109-

made the slightest sense to me, and I told him so.
”That’s what I thought. Listen, you've had your whole qualifications notebook signed off for over a month, an’ you're
still not qualified on the boat, after what, a year?"
"Seven months," I corrected sheepishly.
"So talk to me about Quartermaster when you've earned
Dolphins — meanwhile get some sleep so you can steer this
pigboat. Stupid, non-qual lowlife gotta be good for something," which gave me a feeling that he was finally warming
up to me. But he was also right; I needed to shake off my
terror of failing my Final Qualifications walk-through. It
was a One Shot test: if I failed one of the Executive Officer’s examination questions I’d be off the boat — and out of
subs forever.
Wahoff had packed up his gear and was heading forward
into Control, when I asked: "Are we still in the center of the
doggoned storm after all the beating we’ve taken?"
He leaned his head back over his shoulder thorough the
watertight door and sneered, "Getting IN was easy."

USS Razorback (SS-394) Crew Association —Minutes of the Business Meeting
Arkansas Traveler Suite, September 15, 2017
Wyndham Riverside Hotel, North Little Rock, Arkansas
Meeting called to order by President John Cameron
Unanimous affirmative vote: Ron Sagaert outlined a desire to restore the Razorback Crews Mess to the 1950s
configuration: Formica inlays for Checkers/Acey Deucy on tables, reoriented & Naugahyde-covered Bench seats,
etc. He needs pictures of that era & descriptions of layout; related financing plans were discussed. Motion was made
to assign Sagaert and Opple to devise a plan of the final Crew’s Mess restoration and financing thereof for Greg
Zonner’s approval in seeking assistance from AIMM.
Ron Sagaert announced that the next Working Party is scheduled for April 9-13 (M-F); he then opened discussion
regarding the historic lack of WP reportage on our annual participation, planning and accomplishments. Your
Lobo Editor agreed to reserve regular column space for updated current Plans Of the Day and applicable reportage
— editable for space.
Taken off the table was the years-old letter from R. Pressly (Past Treasurer) and R. Lyle (Past Membership Chair)
lamenting excessive money ($18K) in our Treasury.
Motion carried (w/four in disagreement) to eliminate Wyndham Hotel for our Hospitality Room (Typically
$200/night for 4 nights), by using the Barge facilities.
Wayne Hildebrand was elected by unanimous vote of the membership present. Call for nominations and/or volunteers for position of Association Treasurer to relieve Ron Hines, Association Treasurer since 2013
John Cameron was elected for two more years as President after pleading and pointing around the assemblage resulted in zero volunteers. After a long silence, Opple and Sagaert offered to run as Co-Vice Presidents aides because
John’s conviction that his wife, Lorraine, had to be his highest priority; this was specifically addressed in the promise of two Past Presidents. All three were elected unanimously. [Thank You to both Kathrin Sagaert and Lorraine
Cameron for their great sacrifices on our behalf]
No dissenting hands were raised in call for our 2019 Reunion Location in San Diego (a non-Business Meeting).
“San Diego” was shouted from all corners. Tentative dates: Sept 10-14, 2018:
No dissenting comments when a question from floor asked why wives/significant others could not attend meetings.
Unanimous response was that they are welcome and can also hold Staff positions sans voting privileges (e.g., our
current Web Master, Jerris Bassett).
Wayne Hildebrand pledged the first $1,000 for the Crews Mess restoration project.
Members present at round table: Ron Sagaert (Past Pres.), John Cameron (Past Pres.), Ron Hines (Treasurer),
Wayne Hildebrand, John Hertzberg (Past Membership Chair), Bob Opple (Past Pres.), Bill Holland, and Ron
Gorence, Secretary/Editor. [8]
Members Seated elsewhere: Bobby Barge, Ed Alves, Mel Kleinsorge, Steve Lowry, George Conro, Roy Burt,
Ron Kirby, Jim (PC) Bjorklund [8]
Total Count 16
(15 w/voting rights: Ron Kirby = Associate)
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It’s fair to say that the collision of
Philippine-registered Asia Container
eXpress Crystal and USS Fitzgerald
(DDG-62) on 17 June of this year
struck Jeff Owens as eerily similar to an
old Sabalo tale; thankfully, there were
no deaths in the Sabalo incident, but
reports of the Fitzgerald’s collision said
“…off the Japanese coast, southeast of
Yokosuka.” It might have been the
same spot for I have seen many oriental
merchantmen “playing chicken” to improve profits.
It’s been 50 years, but I recall it was
an Oiler on track to pass us starboard to
starboard at a safe distance — CPA
(Closest Point of Approach) was well
over a mile—but her (drunk/stupid?)
CO apparently decided to cut the corner
to save a few minutes and turned right
just after we’d come left onto the
westward leg of our Yokosuka track
which now put him on a steady bearing
with decreasing range, AKA “collision
course”. (See diagram above). Jeff, I
need to stop here and state that I never,
ever, ran aground — never even close.
Aside from that, comparison of two 50
year old NTINS from two different
poeple is not likely to clarify many
facts.
So here’s my version: The nav team
and everyone on the bridge knew that
we were in extremis 30 seconds after
the oiler first changed course (detected
simultaneously by Owens on radar, and
the Port lookout) [see top of diagram].
The Old Man took the conn and
ordered all stop, then all back full to

und)

stop the ships advance, which brought
us closer to the shoal water astern.
Staying our course would almost
certainly have guaranteed a collision
even a sprint at flank speed, in large
part, because there was no way to
predict the insane merchant’s intent.
We were in danger, making no way,
while this blind ass was heading full
speed straight for a catastrophe. The
bridge watch had started sounding three
short blasts (one second) of the ship’s
whistle (to indicate to all traffic that we
were backing) and another five short
blasts (meaning Danger -or- I do not
understand your movements) over and
over again; I’m sure we had the Radio
shack attempting to make contact, and
our signal searchlight was banging
away to no avail signaling the
international code for Attention!: ditdah [“A”].
The bridge asked the Nav team for a
reciprocal course to back into whatever
good water was astern [see diagram] but
there was only 18’ of water for a few
yards and then it shot up to 12’; we
knew exactly where the ship was, and
there was little doubt about the water’s
depth; everybody in conn looked where
my finger was pointing and nobody
could come up with anything close to
the good news the Skipper wanted.
Owens on the radar was pretty certain
that the merchantman was on a steady
course and Will Parks confirmed it with
a Maneuvering Board (?? for plots of
relative movement??)
There was no place anywhere abaft the
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beam we could recommend to the Old
Man, and an attempt to cross ahead of
this brainless madman’s ship (obviously
on auto pilot), even if we could have
acheived flank speed, would have been
a bad gamble since we were almost
dead in the water. The Skipper
apparently didn’t like standing still, so
he began backing and going forward
ahead — intensely aware that the only
safe water was the muddy water we’d
already passed through, and keeping to
it. I think he mentioned that he wanted
to get closer to a maneuverable speed.
It was a grim situation with this
dangerous excuse for a skipper, aware
or not, who was barrelling down on us
at 20 knots or better.
The leadsman up on the bow was
reporting just above Mark 3 [fathoms
–18 feet]. There was mud swirling all
around the boat. The skipper had three
or four officers calculating and
recalculating the CPA. His only choices
were making a break toward Yokosuka
while wondering when somebody on
the merchantman would wake up and
make a panic-driven drastic change of
course, or backing down into the mud
(possibly grounding the boat, or at the
very least, damaging the screws) .
I wish I could remember the series of
bells that got us out of trouble, but I can
only say that the CO’s simultaneously
ordered “Port ahead Flank; Starboard
back Emergency” caused the ship to
twist and crab jerkily away from the
danger; there were many more bell
changes seconds apart, and only Sabalo
and Captain Barke grasped both the
intent and affect of those many
overlapping commands; our stern
missed the oiler/freighter by 200 feet,
and we passed by close enough to see
that there was not one living human
beyond that ship’s pilot house windows.
… Crystal … fought to get back on
track for over 10 minutes after her impact with the Fitzgerald … pushing her
off course …trying to free herself, her
bow below the waterline. It was 15 minutes before she turned around, apparently still thinking it was her autopilot
that dragged her off her track; it was 30
min before she called the Japanese
Coast Guard.
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MIL & AERO SPACE COMMENTARY
The aircraft carrier has reigned suHere are five reasons we may be at
preme as the most powerful surface
the start of a new naval era.
warship for nearly 70 years … corner1. New ballistic missile submarines.
stone of U.S. naval power … probably
Just last week the Navy awarded a $5.1
not much longer. ...the ocean … 71 per- billion contract to General Dynamics
cent of the planet's surface area … 37
Electric Boat to complete the design
times more of the Earth than … the
of the lead Columbia-class submaU.S. …[Can] 12 aircraft carrier battle
rine, the nation's next-generation nugroups … cover an area so large …?
clear-powered ballistic missile
… there are powerful naval warships
submarine. Twelve of these vessels
other than the aircraft carriers… FBM
will be built to carry the latest Trident
submarines, each of which … could
D5 nuclear missiles, as well as a variety
destroy more than 20 large cities …
of cruise missiles and other munitions.
missile-defense destroyers … on a good The size of this submarine also could
day can destroy enemy ballistic missiles make it a candidate to carry a variety of
in flight … fast-attack submarines that
unmanned underwater and unmanned
could take on any enemy surface waraerial vehicles for covert surveillance
ship or submarine.
and attack.
… naval power also boils down to …
2. New aircraft carriers. The Navy comnumbers … World War II the U.S Navy missioned the first of 10 Ford-Class
was operating 6,768 ships of all types
aircraft carriers last summer. This
… Korean War … decreased to
ship will have all-electric catapults,
1,113…Vietnam War in 1968 … 932
new sensors, and the ability to sup… [T]oday the U.S. Navy operates 275
port and operate squadrons of unvessels … 4 % of WW II high; 30 % of
manned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for
Vietnam… fleet consisted of 594 ships
surveillance and attack. This ship is a
in 1987 at the height of the Cold War
model of systems automation, and likeduring the Reagan Buildup.
ly will see the first generations of future
Today … strong Chinese navy … in
Navy unmanned fighter and bomber
the South China Sea … Russian navy is
aircraft.
growing … new challenges … from
3. Extra-Large Unmanned Underwater
India, Iran, North Korea, and others.
Vehicles (XUULV). Also last week, the
There are signs … bid the old Navy
Navy awarded contracts to Lockheed
good-bye and … hello to … distributed
Martin Corp. and the Boeing Co. to deforces and automation … no longer
sign prototypes of the Extra-Large Uncentered … capital warships like airmanned Underwater Vehicles
craft carriers … could bring the best of
(XLUUV) -- a future autonomous subtechnology to bear in the making up for
marine with a diameter of at least
lack of numbers….
seven feet that will operate as a clandestine mothership that launches and

recovers UUVs, UAVs, and other
kinds of sensor payloads. These largely unmanned submarines will operate
for months at a time, maybe longer, and
will be able to deploy weapons and sensors secretly to keep an enemy off balance.
4. Cross Domain Maritime Surveillance
and Targeting. The U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) has launched a program
called Cross Domain Maritime Surveillance and Targeting (CDMaST) that
could lead to new doctrines in naval
warfare and sea control. The idea revolves around secure real-time networks of manned and unmanned
aircraft, surface ships, and submarines able to attack and defend vast
areas of the world's oceans to hold
enemy ships and submarines at risk
over wide contested areas.
5. Sleeper weapons that seek targets of
opportunity. DARPA also is carrying
out the Upward Falling Payloads (UFP)
program, which seeks to develop sensors, as well as lethal and non-lethal
weapons that would be placed secretly on the ocean floor, and activated
months or years later to engage enemy forces at crucial moments.
It's unlikely we'll ever see a U.S. naval
fleet to match the sizes of yesteryear,
yet some of the new maritime technologies and platforms in development
might help to even the odds. In future
years we might look back on the Navy
we see today as the Old Navy.
by Military and Aerospace Electronics Magazine, Chief Editor, John Keller

How Desert Storm Destroyed the US Military By Ray Starmann*
The US military that won Desert Storm or Gulf War I in 1991
and its intentions. Therefore, no reporters were embedded with
was a spectacular military, a gargantuan industrial age military combat units during the war. The world was given a Nintendo
with high tech weaponry and well trained personnel, that when video game, sanitized version of a war; while albeit short, had
called upon, achieved victory with the speed of Patton and the
many elements of the nastiness of wars past, but appeared to
elan of Teddy Roosevelt.
be nothing more than a high tech cake walk.
In 44 days, the largest military force assembled by the US
Because there were no journalists in the field, the world nevand its allies since Normandy destroyed the world’s fourth
er saw H.R McMaster, the President’s National Security Adlargest army in a brilliantly led, fabulously executed air and
viser, who was then a captain in the 2nd Armored Cavalry
ground war in the sands of the Middle East. The ghosts of
Regiment, fighting the Tawakalna Division of the Republican
Vietnam were vanquished by men who had experienced the
Guard… or the work of … the extremely aggressive, highly
horrors and strategic errors of that war and who inculcated
competent and definitely non-PC, Major General Barry Mcthose lessons to the personnel they led.
Caffrey ... Two days after the Gulf War ended, on March 2,
Both General Colin Powell and the late General Norman
1991, elements of the 24th Mech were fired on by the Iraqi
Schwarzkopf had both served multiple tours in Vietnam and
Hammurabi Division of the Republican Guard, which was retheir experiences there made them highly skeptical of the press treating north in a five mile long convoy. McCaffrey ordered
Continued on pg 11…
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Lost Roster — Razorback veterans for whom there is insufficient contact data to mail/email Lobo.
Last quarterly Lobo identified 69 members (H thru J) out of 495 men whose correct address was changed without informing us
— or was never known. This list is for 70 men (of 497) last names from K through M. There is missing data, so whatever does
show up is in the following order: Lastname, First/Mid, Last City, BDay, Qual boat hull# &Yr, Year(s)Aboard, & HiRate. i.e.:
Only data for Kessock is Year(s)Aboard, 1970 (it obviously couldn’t be his BDay nor Qual date because if it was the year he
qualified, the boat name or hull # would likely have followed “1970”. Some guys are listed on the master with a last name only,
and some only with 1 or 2 initials to help.
KaufmanLonnie K1957EN2(SS)
KearnsCecil W1960FA
KeeSamuel E1954CSC(SS)
KemmickJohn Albert1944-45
KessockRj1970
KidderLawrence B1952
KingRw1947-48
KingRamon R1960EMFA
KingJames C Jr1960-62SOSSN
KingRandolph Winchester Jr1968
KirkhuffRobert Glen1945SN(SS)
KirkyNt1961-62
KiteKd1970
KlineErnest Edward1944
KlugeA(n)1954
KochaneHarold Robert1944-45
KronHenry1945
KronzerWilliam W1960-61LTJG
KuhseAg1954
KuklaCharles1960CS1
KurstinStephen A1960FN
LaBerteauxA o1944-45
LaChappelleErnest1960-62EN2(SS)
LambOl1947-48MOMM2(SS)
LangleyHenry W1949-52EM2(SS)
LaudigLarry B1961-62
LeBeauStephen Jr1960CS1(SS)
LerkeArthur Richard1944
LesacaRd1970
LewisCarl1967EM2(SS)
LewisPhilip A1946-48EMC(SS)
LinehanJamesJeromeJr68-69HMC(SS)
LippsJan D1957EN2
LloydJames Lott1954LCDR
LullEdward WarrenCDR
MacGregorNorman1946SN
MacDougallDonald Francis1944
MacfarlinKj1954
MahoneyDonald E1957SN
ManardGs1961-62
ManciniGeorge Phillip1944
MapesEdward L1957SN
MartinAllen C1952
MasonWayne E1960EN3
MassielloArnold 'Pasquale1944-45
MastriFred R1954SA
MathewsGlen P1960IC1(SS)
MavigliaFrank A1946-48EM1

MayFred E1952SA
McCarthyPeter E1946CSC(SS)
McCoyJohn F1957CS3
McFarlaneByron1969?Lt?
McLaughlinPaul F1946-50MOMM1
McMeelJohn Donald
McNamaraMg1970
McArdleMichael James1968-69SN(SS)
McCombsDouglasBryan68-69ENFN(SS)
McDonaldJohn1967
McFarlinBennie Payton1967-69MM3(SS)
McKennaJohn James1944
McLaneJohn H1957SN
MeachamAthan G (Gunner)1957GM1
MillerLowell D1957-60FN(SS)
MillerE I Jr1970
MinehartDarwin J1957TM3

MisquezBirdie1965
MitchellPr1954
MooreJesse1968-70RM3(SS)
MooreOscar H1946SD1
MoraMichael A1949-50SD2(SS)
MoralesEloi Jr1968-70TM3(SS)
MoreyJa1961-62
MorrisJames N1960-62ETRSA
MosherDuane Stanley1944-45
MosleyG f1961-62SN(SS)
MulhollandThomas J1954QM3(SS)
MulliganFrancis Bernard1944
MulvihillNorden H1970STSSN
MurrayClennon1957SD1
MurryRaymond P1960FA
MyersJames E1957TM1(SS)
MyersMitchell P1952

Razorback Association Treasurer Report

As of: 8/12/17

Previous Report
From Date:
Balance Brought forward: 1/3/2017
Deposits

Date

For
Reunion 2017
Donation
Total Deposited

$16,031.37

Amount
$3,655.00
$542.00
$4,197.00
Subtotal $20,228.37

Dispersals

Date
For:
5/12/2017 Mail Lobo Gorence
8/15/2017 Reunion Refund (Florsch)
Total Disbursed

Amount
$161.21
$125.00
$286.21
Ending Balance: $19,942.16
and
Wayne Hildebr
Treasurer
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Continued from pg 9…

his division to destroy the Hammurabi and by the end of the
day, the 24th Mech had annihilated the division, destroying
187 armored vehicles, 43 artillery pieces, and over 400 trucks.
The Battle of Rumaila Oilfield was a classic showcase of the
kind of warrior aggression the US military’s senior leaders
used to display, but which, in the era of the perfumed prince
with stars has all but disappeared. Barry McCaffrey would last
about five minutes on active duty today, as would Norman
Schwarzkopf. McCaffrey and Schwarzkopf are the type of
generals who win wars. What do the generals do now?
Yet, the world saw none of those battles being fought as they
saw no Marines storming through Kuwait. There were no journalists; hence no video, no film, no photos; nothing to show
the world except a few shots the Iraqi Army surrendering to
Marines on the border. To the American public, the Iraqis
were surrendering en masse, when in actuality the Republican
Guard was going down with the ship. For example, the 10,000
man Tawakalna Division was virtually annihilated, including
the division commander who died in an artillery barrage on the
night of February 26, 1991.
While General Schwarzkopf’s power point presentations enlightened the world, the soldiers and Marines found themselves in a Dante’s Inferno, with smoldering vehicles, dead
Iraqi soldiers strewn over tank turrets in a man-made darkness
of oil fires that smothered any sunlight and the vast remnants
of an army, which littered the battlefield: rifles, helmets, sundry equipment and arms and legs that were picked at by packs
of roving wild dogs. War is hell…but the American public
never knew.
The day Desert Storm ended, the death of the US military
commenced. The Pentagon, basking in glory and bowing to
pressure from the public and crackpot feminists like Patricia
Schroeder, started drinking the Kool Aid and they’ve never
stopped. The war was a video game, a clean, quick rout.
Modern war was now sanitized, where the bad guys would
die at stand-off ranges of a mile or two and explode in little
black and white pixels on Pentagon TV screens. In fact, war
was now so quick and so easy that women should be allowed
to serve in the combat arms and Special Forces. Our victory in
Desert Storm became the catalyst for every left wing wacko to
hack at the military with a meat cleaver.
Since, 1991, the US military has been slowly coming apart at
the seams Stress cards, open homosexuality, transgenders on
active duty, sensitivity training, pregnancy simulators for male
troopers, lactation stations in the field, babies born on US
ships of war, female graduates of Ranger School, including a
37 year old mother (it’s funny how the women looked so well
fed), women in the SEALs, women in Marine infantry units
and females in the field artillery (even though most cannot carry a 155mm round) are just some of the insanity that has taken
place in the last 26 years, but which snowballed into hell under

the Obama administration.
A social revolution engulfed the military, starting with Tailhook and continuing to this day. Warriors were forced out and
feather merchants and PC flag bearers were promoted. Girl
power was in and masculinity was out. The warrior culture
was buried and a new culture was reborn that resembles corporate America, not the US military of yesteryear.
And, now, with the world in flames, with ISIS blowing up
Europe, with Putin pumping weights in the Arctic while he
watches his BMP’s on skis roll by, with Kim Jong-Loon on
the loose with a toy chest of nukes and missiles and with Iran
figuring out that Trump ain’t Barney Fife, the US military
needs to be rougher and tougher and more ready for a fight
than ever. And, we ain’t. And, that’s the fact, Jack.
Many are waiting for Mad Dog Mattis to stick a pike in the
heart of the military’s social engineering forever. We are still
waiting…Perhaps Secretary Mattis is so busy dealing with the
thugs on the planet, that he has forgotten that the armed forces
that will be engaging the thugs is still in trouble.
Secretary Mattis must once and for all shut down the feminist
fantasy of women in the combat arms. There are thousands of
jobs for women in the military where they can serve honorably
and be promoted, without, in Mattis’ own words, ‘setting
themselves up for failure in combat.’
Mattis also needs to get rid of the perfumed princes, and the
feckless duds who have infested the senior ranks of the armed
forces. I would rather have a sergeant with guts running a division than a two star coward who is more worried about his
pension and future job on cable news than the mission and the
troops.
The US military is still being led by people who believe that
the military is nothing different than working for Google, except that the military has uniforms and weapons. When you
eschew the glorious traditions of the military and combine that
with ludicrous social engineering, you are setting yourself up
for massive failure.
While the US military interpreted the results of Desert Storm
incorrectly, the real lessons from that conflict are crystal clear.
The US military functioned well in an environment that focused on the mission, not on political correctness, LGBT
rights, day care centers on submarines and breastfeeding
Rangers.
With our enemies stacking up against us, time is running out
to fix the problems which were initially caused by a victory 26
years ago, in a war that has largely been forgotten.
*Ray Starmann, b. Chicago, Illinois, June 28, 1965 served as an army
intelligence officer for eight years; in Germany when the Berlin Wall fell
an eyewitness to that and the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe.
In 1990-1991, Ray served in the Gulf War with the famed 7th Cavalry.
In 2008, Ray and Sean King teamed up to write "Generation Gap", a
Hallmark original movie starring Ed Asner and Rue McClanahan.
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• 8/16/2017- McDonald, Ewing, Capt. USN Ret Aboard 1958-60, (XO) CO of SS-408, ‘62-64
Eternal • 9/24/2016- Mast, Curt A. EM1(SS) Aboard 1944-45, WWII Commissioning Crew
• 2/26/2017- Logan, Sydney J. EMCS(SS) Aboard 1963-7
Patrol • 9/14/2017- Kroll, Christopher J, EM2(SS) Aboard 1945-6 WWII
1940 —
• 8/29/2017- Brunneau, Pierre E
Lost Roster deaths:
• 7/25/2017- Besett, Del, SN(SS) Aboard 1963-4 Floral City, FL
• 10/19/2017- Mitchell, Paul R, SN(SS) Aboard 1954 From El Dorado, AR

Rest In
Peace,
Shipma

Razorback Eternal Patrol Roster — Alphabetically: (Konstad - Pyatte (112 of 412)
Konstad, Robe 2008
Krammer, Edwa 2000
Kruming, Karl 1982
La Jaunie, Jr 2009
La Pointe, Alfr 1982
Lair, Jame 1988
Lake, Ray ??
Langford, Denv ??
Lanksbury,Robe 2007
Lawrence, Dona 2014
Lawrence, Paul 2010
Lawson, Albe 2016
Lawson, Loui 1982
Lee, Fran 1998
Leskovsky,John 1988
Lewis, Dona 1988
Lewis, Fran ??
Libby, Fran 1985
Liebich, Will 1998
Loftis, Geor 2000
Logan, Sidn 2017
Lohringel, Max 2006
Lomax, Norm 2010

Long, Earl 2006
Long, Geor 2017
Lookhoff, Jeff 2002
Lougee, Milt 2007
Luck, Pres 1997
Mabry, Geor 2015
Macaraeg, Cata 2017
Maguire, John 2005
Malcolm, Emer 2013
Mallory, Will 1989
Martone, Char 2010
Masiello, Arno 1986
Mast, Curt 2016
Mather, Robe 1986
Matthews,Thom 2010
Mayes, Luth 1993
McGoogan,Albe 1987
McBride, Geor 1985
McCormickAnd 2010
McCoy, Ceci 2008
McCoy, Sr 2002
McCulley, Robe 2016
McDonald,Ewin 2017

McKay, Char 2010
McKee, Edwa 2012
McKnight, Ceci 2008
McLymanJrEd 2000
McMahan, Roy 2001
Mcmanus, Haro 2004
McMillin, Geor 1990
Mehalick, Jose 2012
Meredith, Norb 1997
Merkl, Char 1989
Mignone, Pasq 1980
Miller, Jaso 2003
Miller, Jim 2000
Miller, Nola 1989
Mitchell, Hora 1986
MonasterioMich 2010
Moore, Robe 2003
Morrison, Alan 1900
Morrissey, Robe 1993
Mount, Raym 1996
Mudd, JL 1995
Mulcahy, Char ??
Mullen, Carl 2010

Munson, John 1957
Murphy, Buel 1989
Murphy, Jr 2003
Murray, Bruc 2014
Naquin, Clif 2016
Nattelli, Anth 2012
Neiding, John 2012
Nelson, Wilf 2016
Newlove, Paul 2010
Nixon, Rich 2013
Nordstrom, Stan 2010
OdenwellerDan 2015
O'Neal, Char 2009
Orth, Jr 2011
Orton, Robe 1986
Pablo, Marc 1999
Pacifico, Emil 1998
Palmer, Clau 1990
Paprocki, Gil 2012
Pardue, Henr 2001
Parker, Robe 2002
Pastor, Marv 1990
Peck, Fran 1984

Perry, Loya 1981
Petrie, Arth 2012
Pettey, Jame 1991
Petty, Home 1986
Pfenninger, Phagans,
Floy 1980
Piazza, Pete 2006
Pickett, John 2013
Platt, Jose 2004
Plimpton, Juli 2007
Plumley, Jame 200
Poddig, Geor 2008
Poole, Bob 1975
Porta, Will 1995
Prescott, John 2000
Pridonoff, Euge 201
Prokupek, Clai 2007
Provance, Rich 1999
Prybysz, Walt 1986
Pyatte, Deve 1900

NOTE TO RAZORBACK WIVES AND WIDOWS:
We are, and will forever be, honored by your attendance and participation in Razorback events and functions. However, continuing to send Lobo to widows can not only bring back pleasant memories of better times, but for some, it re-triggers pain. If
you can find a moment, please send RonG a note stating your preference.

Razorback Association Membership: The Association charges an annual fee to covers costs of the quarterly newsletter and
operational expenses. To join, fill out this application and send it with your $20.00 check payable to the USS Razorback
Association. Dues are payable by December 31 for the following year.
Mail to: Roger Lyle, 2409 Camarie Av, Midland, Tx 79705-6307. (Other contact info on page 2).
Name:________________________________________________Spouse:__________________________(or NOK)
Address:_______________________________________________________________
Years on Razorback: 19____ to 19____ Highest Rank/Rate on Razorback:_________Qual Boat Hull#_____Qual Yr_____
Home Phone:____________________________________________ Cell Phone:_____________________
eMail Address: ________________________________________Date of Birth:_________Home Town_______________

Footnotes:
Bravo Zulu: =“Well Done!”
NTINS: “Now This Is No Sh*t,” as opposed to Fairy Tales, which begin with, “Once upon a time….”
TBT - Target Bearing Tracker (on the Bridge)
UQC: An underwater telephone (AKA Gertrude). 394’s voice call sign was Lobo; her radio//visual call was NKNX =

Continued =

The End =
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